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In this paper, unidirectional fiber reinforced composites with periodic square array of
circular and hexagonal fibers is studied by a novel fundamental-solution-based hybrid
finite element model. Due to the periodicity of composites, a representative unit cell
containing a single fiber with circular or hexagonal cross section is taken into consid-
eration and analyzed using the proposed hybrid finite element model. In the present
numerical model, special polygonal fiber elements with arbitrary number of sides are
developed by coupling the independent element interior and frame displacement fields.

The element interior displacement fields are approximated by the combination of fun-
damental solutions to prior satisfy the governing equation of the problem, so that the
domain integral appeared in the weak-form hybrid functional in terms of dual variables is
converted into boundary integrals. Independently the element frame displacement fields
are approximated by the conventional shape functions to guarantee the continuity of
adjacent elements. Following this, special polygonal fiber elements are constructed to
reduce mesh effort in the fiber region and achieve good accuracy with fewer elements.
Finally, numerical tests are carried out for assessing the performance of the present
special elements.

Keywords: Periodic fiber reinforced composites; hybrid finite element method; funda-
mental solutions; special polygonal fiber element.

1. Introduction

In the context of composite with reinforced fiber inclusions, the simplified model
with periodic distribution of multiple inclusions is usually taken as an example
for determining the corresponding effective properties of composites. However, the
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analytical methods like Fast Fourier transform-based method and so on [Yu and
Qin (1996); Feng et al. (2003); Bonnet (2007); To et al. (2013)], are usually difficult
to deal with composites containing inclusions with complicated geometric shapes or
distributions. As alternatives to the analytical methods, numerical methods were
developed for effectively solving such problems. For example, Würkner et al. [2011]
evaluated effective material properties for composite structures with rhombic fiber
arrangements by the finite element method (FEM). Michel et al. [1999] compared
the two numerical methods including the FEM and the fast Fourier transform-based
numerical method in determining effective properties of composite materials with
periodic microstructure. Qin and Yang [2008] studied the effect of fiber bundling
on the effective transverse properties of unidirectional fiber composites by way of
the FEM. As one of numerical methods different to the FEM (a typical domain-
discretizing method), the boundary element method (BEM) which employs fun-
damental solutions to fulfill the boundary discretization of the domain of interest
was also carried out for analysis of periodic composites with fibers. For instance,
Dong [2006] established a boundary element formulation for predicting the effec-
tive elastic properties of composites including doubly periodic array of inclusions.
Yang and Qin [2004] extended the BEM to the micro-mechanical analysis of com-
posite materials. Kaminski [1999] employed the boundary element formulations-
based homogenization to deal with the periodic transversely isotropic linear elastic
fiber-reinforced composites. Besides, Maxwell’s methodology was combined with the
complex-variable BEM for evaluating the two-dimensional effective elastic proper-
ties of composites with periodic or random fibers, pores, or cracks, provided that
the overall behavior is isotropic, and inclusions’effects are assumed to be the same
as those of an equivalent circular inhomogeneity [Mogilevskaya and Crouch (2013)].

Unlike the works mentioned above, Wang et al. [2011b] developed a hybrid finite
element formulation based on fundamental solutions (named as HFS-FEM) for ana-
lyzing the thermal behavior of fiber-reinforced composites, in which the fiber can
be regularly or randomly distributed. In the developed hybrid FEM, fundamental
solutions satisfying the governing equation of problems or specific boundary con-
ditions were used to approximate the element interior fields and thus the present
method has shown some advantages over the FEM and the BEM [Qin and Wang
(2008); Wang and Qin (2009)]. One feature of the present method is the use of spe-
cial elements including the special hole element [Wang and Qin (2011a); Qin and
Wang (2013)], special circular inclusion element [Wang and Qin (2011b)], special
point-load element [Wang and Qin (2012)] and special graded element [Wang et al.
(2012)]. In addition to the development of special elements based on the special
fundamental solutions, another feature of the present hybrid finite element model is
to construct arbitrarily shaped elements. In the algorithm, the frame fields defined
along the element boundary is independent of the element interior fields which sat-
isfy the governing equation and can convert domain integrals in the double-variable
hybrid functional into element boundary integrals. Thus, all integrals appearing in
the hybrid model are boundary integrals along the element frame. This means that
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you can arbitrarily design the number of edges and nodes of element according to
your requirement. This feature was also found in other unconventional elements like
the Trefftz elements [Qin (2000); Qin and Wang (2008)] and the Voronoi cell finite
elements [Ghosh (2011)]. The former used Trefftz solution set to approximate the
interior fields and the latter employed Airy’s stress functions in terms of high-order
polynomial expansion to approximate the interior stress field.

In this work, the HFS-FEM with special polygonal fiber elements is developed
for unidirectional composites with doubly periodic polygonal fibers. In the present
algorithm, special polygonal fiber elements with more than four edges and nodes are
constructed by using two-dimensional plane strain fundamental solutions for solving
elastic problems of composites to effectively reduce mesh density in the fiber region.
For simplicity, only circular and hexagonal fibers are considered in this paper.

2. Computational Model

Consider an unidirectional composite with doubly periodic polygonal inclusions of
arbitrary shape in a plane matrix (see Fig. 1). The elastic parameters of inclusion
and matrix are respectively denoted by E(I) and v(I), and E(M) and v(M).

For such periodic structures, a representative rectangular unit cell shown in
Fig. 1 with edge length of 2l and 2h along the coordinate directions x1 and x2 are
chosen as an example. On the outer boundary of the unit cell, the suitable periodic
boundary conditions corresponding to remote tension along x1- and x2-directions
are given by [Dong (2006)]

u1(l, x2) = −u1(−l, x2) = ul1,

t2(l, x2) = t2(−l, x2) = 0,

u2(x1, h) = −u2(x1,−h) = uh2,

t1(x1, h) = t1(x1,−h) = 0,

(1)

Fig. 1. Sketch of doubly periodic fibers with arbitrary shape in the infinite plane matrix and a
rectangular unit cell. (a) Periodic composites and (b) unit cell.
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Fig. 2. Periodic unit displacement boundary conditions for the case of x2-directional tension.

where ul1 and uh2 are specified constant displacements to keep the edges of the cell
still to be straight after deformation.

For simplicity, only the square package is considered, that is l = h. Simulta-
neously, only the sub-model related to the x2-directional unit tension (see Dong
[2006]) is considered to show the efficiency of the present method. The correspond-
ing boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2.

Usually, the FEM requires refined domain mesh to capture the interaction of
the matrix and the polygonal fiber in the composite model shown in Fig. 2, while in
the BEM, boundary discretization of the fiber and matrix subdomains is separately
required and additional equation is needed to establish the connection of the two
subdomains. In this study, special polygonal fiber elements based on the fundamen-
tal solution approximation of elastic problems are developed to avoid the domain
discretization in the fiber region. This procedure is mathematically described in the
following section.

3. Basic Formulations and Special Polygonal Fiber Elements

3.1. Basic formulations

For the fiber-reinforced composite under consideration, the weak-form of integral
formulation in a particular hybrid element e, either general element or special ele-
ment as shown in Fig. 3, can be written as follows [Qin (2003)]

Πme =
1
2

∫
Ωe

σT εdΩ −
∫

Γs
e

s̄T ũdΓ +
∫

Γe

sT (ũ− u)dΓ, (2)

where σ = {σ11 σ22 σ12}T , ε = {ε11 ε22 γ12}T and u = {u1 u2}T are
respectively stress, strain and displacement fields in the element domain Ωe,
ũ = {ũ1 ũ2}T is the compatible displacement field defined on the boundary
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Fig. 3. Typical hybrid finite elements including special polygonal element and general quadrilateral
elements.

∂Ωe = Γe with an outward normal n = {n1 n2}T , s = Aσ is the traction field
with

A =

[
n1 0 n2

0 n2 n1

]
(3)

and s̄ denotes the specified traction distribution on the boundary Γs
e.

Provided that the internal displacement and stress fields satisfy the governing
equation in the element domain, applying the Gaussian divergence theorem to the
functional Πme yields

Πme = −1
2

∫
Γe

uT sdΓ −
∫

Γs
e

s̄T ũdΓ +
∫

Γe

sT ũdΓ. (4)

In the application of variational principle, the displacement field in the interior
of the element is approximated by a linear combination of fundamental solutions
centered at series of source points xs locating on the pseudo boundary similar to
the element boundary Γe, that is,

u = Nce, (5)

where ce = {c1
1 c2

1 � · · · � c1
M c2

M}T is a coefficient vector consisting of unknown
source intensity at M source points locating on the pseudo boundary outside the ele-
ment domain [Wang and Qin (2008, 2009)], and N is a coefficient matrix consisting
of the fundamental solution u∗

li(x,xs
k):

N =


u∗

11(x,xs
1) u∗

21(x,xs
1) � · · · � u∗

11(x,xs
M ) u∗

21(x,xs
M )

� �

u∗
12(x,xs

1) u∗
22(x,xs

1) � · · · � u∗
12(x,xs

M ) u∗
22(x,xs

M )


. (6)
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In Eq. (5), the displacement fundamental solutions u∗
li and the corresponding

stress and traction fundamental solutions σ∗
lij , s∗li for the plane strain problems are

respectively given by [Brebbia and Dominguez (1992)]

u∗
li(x,xs) =

1
8πG(1 − ν)

[
(3 − 4ν)δli ln

1
r

+ r,lr,i

]
,

σ∗
lij(x,xs) =

1
4π(1 − ν)r

[(1 − 2ν)(r,lδij − r,jδil − r,iδjl) − 2r,ir,jr,l],

s∗li = σ∗
lijnj =

−1
4π(1 − ν)r

{
[(1 − 2ν)δli + 2r,lr,i]

∂r

∂n
− (1 − 2ν)(r,lni − r,inl)

} (7)

in which δij is the Kronecker delta and

r =
√

riri, ri = xi − xs
i , r,i = ∂r/∂xi = ri/r. (8)

Subsequently, according to the strain–displacement equations and the stress–
strain relationship, the corresponding stress components and tract components are
expressed as

σ = Tce (9)

and

s = Qce (10)

with

T =




σ∗
111(x,xs

1) σ∗
211(x,xs

1) � · · · � σ∗
111(x,xs

M ) σ∗
211(x,xs

M )
� �

σ∗
122(x,xs

1) σ∗
222(x,xs

1) � · · · � σ∗
122(x,xs

M ) σ∗
222(x,xs

M )
� �

σ∗
112(x,xs

1) σ∗
212(x,xs

1) � · · · � σ∗
112(x,xs

M ) σ∗
212(x,xs

M )


 (11)

and

Q =


s∗11(x,xs

1) s∗21(x,xs
1) � · · · � s∗11(x,xs

M ) s∗21(x,xs
M )

� �

s∗12(x,xs
1) s∗22(x,xs

1) � · · · � s∗12(x,xs
M ) s∗22(x,xs

M )


. (12)

It is obvious that the induced stress fields also analytically satisfy the equilibrium
within the element, due to the characteristic of fundamental solutions.

In order to enforce the conformity of the displacement field on the common
interface of adjacent elements, the element boundary displacement field ũ can be
interpolated from the generalized nodal displacement de in the form

ũ = Ñde, (13)

where Ñ denotes the matrix consisting of shape functions widely used in the stan-
dard FEM and BEM. For example, if the displacements on an element boundary
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is interpolated by using quadratic shape functions, then for the ith element side
consisting of nodes i, j, k, we have

ũ =


−

ξ(1 − ξ)
2

0 1 − ξ2 0
ξ(1 + ξ)

2
0

0 −ξ(1 − ξ)
2

0 1 − ξ2 0
ξ(1 + ξ)

2







d2i−1

d2i

d2j−1

d2j

d2k−1

d2k




,

(14)

where ξ is the local natural coordinate of the edge under consideration.
The substitution of Eqs. (5), (10) and (13) into the functional (4) gives

Πme = −1
2
cT

e Hece − dT
e ge + cT

e Gede (15)

which includes boundary integrals only, and

He =
∫

Γe

QTNdΓ, Ge =
∫

Γe

QT ÑdΓ, ge =
∫

Γs
e

ÑT s̄dΓ. (16)

The stationarity of Πme with respect to the displacement coefficient ce and nodal
displacement de yields the following optional relationship between ce and de

ce= H−1
e Gede (17)

and the element displacement–load equation given by

Kede= ge (18)

with the symmetric element stiffness matrix

Ke= GT
e H−1

e Ge. (19)

3.2. Special polygonal fiber elements

It is known that an element with arbitrary number of sides is difficult to construct
using the conventional finite element procedure, thus in the conventional FEM, just
triangular and quadrilateral elements are used for plane problems. In contrast, with
the hybrid formulation described above, it is easy to construct n-sided polygonal ele-
ments with more nodes and edges than the conventional finite elements, due to the
fact of the independence of interior displacement and boundary displacement fields.
More importantly, because the interior approximating displacement and stress fields
analytically satisfy the elastic governing equations within the element domain, all
integrals are evaluated along the element boundary only. Thus, it is possible to
design the super elements with multiple element edges to achieve significant mesh
reduction in the inclusion region.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Configuration of special polygonal fiber elements for the (a) hexagonal and (b) circular
fibers.

Although arbitrarily shaped fibers such as circular, triangular, square or hexag-
onal ones can be studied theoretically using the present hybrid finite element for-
mulation, in the paper, just the hexagonal and circular fibers are investigated for
the sake of simplicity. According to the theory of the present algorithm, the hybrid
special polygonal fiber elements with multi-edges can be constructed to model the
hexagonal and circular fibers, as displayed in Fig. 4, in which special polygonal
elements have 24 and 16 nodes, respectively. Besides, the general hybrid finite ele-
ment with four edges and eight nodes [Wang and Qin (2011a)] are used to model
the matrix to provide flexible mesh strategy implemented by the commercial finite
element software like ABAQUS.

4. Numerical Examples

The matrix material of the composite with periodic hexagonal and circular fibers is
considered to be isotropic and homogeneous, and the elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of the medium are respectively taken as E(M) = 1, v(M) = 0.3. The isotropic
and homogeneous elastic fiber is assumed to have same Poisson’s ratio as the one
of matrix, and its elastic modulus is assumed to be E(I)/E

(M)
= 10. For the sake

of convenience, the geometry size of the unit cell is taken as h/l =1 with the
assumption of h= 0.5.

Besides, in order to analyze the dependence of elastic properties of fiber com-
posites on the fiber concentration, the unit cell shown in Fig. 2 is analyzed by the
proposed special polygonal fiber element, and two different fiber concentrations are
taken into consideration: 10% and 30% for representing respectively moderate and
high fiber volume fraction.

4.1. Hexagonal fiber

For the hexagonal fiber, a moderate volume concentration 10% is firstly consid-
ered. In the analysis, the side length of the hexagonal fiber is set to be 0.1962.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Illustration of mesh divisions in the unit cell with hexagonal fiber by ABAQUS and HFS-
FEM for the case of α = 10%. (a) Coarse mesh by ABAQUS, (b) Refined mesh by ABAQUS and
(c) Mesh by HFS-FEM.

Figure 5 displays three mesh strategies respectively produced by ABAQUS and
HFS-FEM in the unit cell with a hexagonal fiber. In order to show the advantage
of the present special polygonal fiber elements, we keep the mesh to be the same in
the matrix region for both ABAQUS with coarse mesh (named as ABAQUS1 for
convenience) and HFS-FEM, while in the fiber region, the mesh strategy is distinc-
tively different. For the mesh discretization generated by ABAQUS, some typical
quadratic isoparametric elements are produced to discretize the fiber domain in
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meeting element connection and keeping reasonable the aspect ratio of element,
while in the HFS-FEM, only one special polygonal fiber element is employed to
model the fiber domain and no any nodes are put inside the fiber. In addition, the
refined mesh by ABAQUS (named as ABAQUS2) is generated to give more accu-
rate results than the coarse mesh. In ABAQUS, the total number of elements is 132
with 429 nodes (coarse mesh) and 564 elements with 1761 nodes (refined mesh). In
contrast, the total number of elements in the present approach is just 101 includ-
ing a special element with 24 edges and 48 nodes, and the total number of nodes
reduces to 356, which has 17% decrease in comparison with that of coarse mesh in
ABAQUS while the same mesh division is used outside the inclusion. It is obvious
that the mesh reduction is achieved by the present special polygonal fiber element.
Numerical results on the variation of traction components along the outer boundary
of the unit cell are plotted in Fig. 6, from which one can observe that there is a
good agreement between the numerical results of HFS-FEM and those of ABAQUS.
It is necessary to point out that the boundary length in Fig. 6 and next figures is
measured in anti-clockwise direction by starting from the lower left point in Fig. 2.
Moreover, from the local enlargement in Fig. 6, it is seen that better accuracy can
be achieved by the present special polygonal fiber element than the elements in
ABAQUS with coarse mesh. So, the accuracy and efficiency of the present special
polygonal fiber element is demonstrated for the analysis of composite embedded
with hexagonal fibers.

Besides, to illustrate the convergence of the present polygonal element, three ele-
ment meshes (the solution domain is divided with 24, 36, 48 nodes, respectively) are
used. The results of average value of the traction component t1 which is evaluated
by trapezoidal integration are tabulated in Table 1, from which it is found that the
accuracy increases along with an increase in the number of nodes of the polygonal

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Traction distributions along the outer boundary of the unit cell with hexagonal fiber for
the case of α = 10%. (a) Traction component t1 and (b) traction component t2.
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Table 1. Convergent demonstration for three different special elements.

Number of edges Number of nodes Average value of t1 Percentage error (%)

12 24 1.2893 0.1
18 36 1.2882 0.02

24 48 1.2880 —

element. In Table 1, the percentage error is evaluated by taking the average value
from the mesh with 48-node as reference.

Next, a composite with a larger volume concentration of 30% of the hexagonal
fiber is considered. In this case, the side length of the hexagonal fiber is assumed
to be 0.398. Due to the volume increase of the hexagonal fiber, ABAQUS requires
proper partition in the hexagonal domain to produce relatively regular mesh in the
unit cell. At the same time, more elements are needed to simulate strong inter-
action of the hexagonal fiber and the cell boundary. In Fig. 7(a), a refined mesh
including 910 elements and 2825 nodes is used in ABAQUS to produce stable and
accurate numerical results, for the purpose of comparison. In contrast, the HFS-
FEM employs fewer elements including 114 general hybrid finite elements and one
special polygonal fiber element only, in which 30 edges and 60 nodes are involved.
Figure 8 plots the variation of tractions along the outer boundary of unit cell and it
is evident that the use of special hexagonal fiber element can produce almost same
accuracy as that in the ABAQUS with more elements, but the computing size is
greatly decreased by the present algorithm. Also, by comparison of the results in
Figs. 6 and 8, it is found that an increase in the volume fraction of hexagonal fiber

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Illustration of mesh divisions in the unit cell with hexagonal fiber by ABAQUS and HFS-
FEM for the case of α = 30%. (a) Refined mesh by ABAQUS and (b) mesh by HFS-FEM.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Traction distributions along the outer boundary of the unit cell with hexagonal fiber for
the case of α = 30%. (a) Traction component t1 and (b) traction component t2.

causes dramatic increase of traction forces. This will induce larger overall elastic
properties of composites, according to Dong’s formulation [2006].

4.2. Circular fiber

When the number of sides of the polygonal fiber increases to infinity, the polygonal
fiber becomes the circular fiber. In this section, the mechanical response of the
composite with a circular inclusion is investigated.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Illustration of mesh divisions in the unit cell with circular fiber by ABAQUS and HFS-FEM
for the case of α = 10%. (a) Refined mesh by ABAQUS and (b) mesh by HFS-FEM.

1540012-12
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For a moderate fiber volume fraction, i.e., α = 10%, a typical mesh division is
shown in Fig. 9. For the sake of comparison, we use the same mesh to model the
matrix for both ABAQUS and HFS-FEM, while in the inclusion, the mesh strat-
egy is different. For the mesh discretization generated by ABAQUS, some typical
quadratic isoparametric elements are produced to discretize the inclusion domain.
The total number of elements in the ABAQUS is 124 elements with 405 nodes. In
contrast, a super element with 20 edges is employed in the developed HFS-FEM
to model the inclusion and no node is placed inside the inclusion. Thus, the total
number of elements in the present HFS-FEM is just 81 and the number of nodes
reduces to 292, which deceases in 27.9% compared to that in ABAQUS. It is obvious
that the mesh reduction is achieved using the present special polygonal element.

Besides, the variation of traction components along the outer boundary of the
unit cell is displayed in Fig. 10, from which a good agreement is observed between
the numerical results of HFS-FEM and those of ABAQUS. So, the accuracy and
efficiency of the present super hybrid element is demonstrated again for the analysis
of periodic composite embedded with circular fibers.

When the volume fraction of the inclusion increases to 30%, for ABAQUS, more
elements are required to model the solution domain. As shown in Fig. 11, total
432 quadratic isoparametric quadrilateral elements with 1353 nodes are included in
the analysis using ABAQUS. While, for the proposed HFS-FEM, only 77 elements
including 284 nodes are used, as displayed in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows the traction
distribution along the outer boundary of the unit cell and a good agreement between
the numerical results of HFS-FEM and those of ABAQUS is found again. Moreover,
it is seen that traction component for the case of α = 30% has more dramatic change
than that for the case of α = 10%. The main reason is that the interaction between

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Traction distributions along the outer boundary of the unit cell with circular fiber for the
case of α = 10%. (a) Traction component t1 and (b) traction component t2.

1540012-13
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Illustration of mesh divisions in the unit cell with circular fiber by (a) ABAQUS and (b)
HFS-FEM for the case of α = 30%.

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Traction distributions along the outer boundary of the unit cell with circular fiber for the
case of α = 30%. (a) Traction component t1 and (b) traction component t2.

the inclusion and the unit cell boundary becomes strong as the volume fraction of
the inclusion increases.

Finally, in order to clearly show the variation of tractions for different fiber
types and fiber volume fractions, Figs. 13 and 14 are respectively plotted along
the right edge and bottom edge of the unit cell. It is found from these two figures
that for the case of 10% fiber volume fraction, both the hexagonal and circular
fibers produce almost same traction results. While for the case of 30% fiber volume

1540012-14
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Fig. 13. Traction component t1 along the right edge of the unit cell.

Fig. 14. Traction component t2 along the bottom edge of the unit cell.

fraction, the hexagonal fiber and the circular fiber induce a significant different
traction distributions.

5. Conclusions

The present study proposes a fundamental-solution-based hybrid finite element
model for analysing unidirectional fiber reinforced composites including hexagonal

1540012-15
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and circular fibers. Plane elastic fundamental solutions rather than conventional
shape functions are employed to approximate the element interior displacement
and stress fields, so that unconventional elements are made due to multiplicity in
the number of nodes and edges. By virtue of the property of the present hybrid
element, we can construct special polygonal fiber elements with multiple edges and
nodes to flexibly model the fiber region for the purpose of mesh reduction and do
not need to perform mesh discretization inside the fiber inclusion. The numerical
accuracy and efficiency on mesh reduction and convergence of the present technol-
ogy are illustrated and the numerical results show that there are good agreements
of the present results with the results available by ABAQUS. Therefore, the present
special polygonal fiber element is promising for solving composite problems with
periodic array of polygonal fibers and determining their effective elastic properties.
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